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line theory, predicts the return-loss improvement obtained by using
the network with a reflective antenna. The network is placed in the
context of previous work by Dicke.
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A Simple Method for Blocking Parasitic Modes in a
Waveguide-Packaged Microstrip-Line Circuit

Hao-Hui Chen, Chun-Long Wang, and Shyh-Jong Chung

Abstract—A simple structure formed by two metal patches symmet-
rically deposited at the two sides of the center microstrip is proposed
and analyzed for blocking the higher order modes in a waveguide-
packaged microstrip-line circuit. The variations (with the patch width)
of the effective dielectric constants and field distributions of the modes
in the packaged microstrip line with infinitely long side patches were
first investigated using the two-dimensional (2-D) finite-element method
(FEM) and the method of lines. The results suggested that there exists a
range of patch widths at which the field distributions of the higher order
modes are totally different from those of the microstrip line without side
patches. The scattering of the patches as a function of the patch length and
width was then studied using the three-dimensional (3-D) FEM with edge
elements. It has been found that by simply choosing appropriate patch
sizes, the parasitic higher order mode can be reflected without sacrificing
the normal propagation of the dominant mode.

Index Terms—Finite-element method, packaged microstrip line, side
patches, spurious modes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microwave and millimeter-wave circuits are usually shielded by
a rectangular waveguide to prevent the circuits from mechanical
destructions and electromagnetic interferences (EMI’s) from the
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Fig. 1. A waveguide-packaged microstrip line with metal patches deposited
at the two sides of the center microstrip.

environment. As the level of the integration and/or the operation
frequency increases, parasitic fields may be excited by active devices
and/or discontinuities in the circuits and propagate in the form of
the higher order modes of the shielded transmission line. When the
signals (which are carried by the dominant mode) and the parasitic
propagation modes travel from one circuit element toward another
one, the power coupling between modes would be caused through the
latter circuit element and, thus, disturbs the total circuit operation.

To relieve the circuit element from the EMI caused by the parasitic
modes, several possible approaches can be found in [1]–[5]. Deform-
ing the enclosures or using anisotropic substrates can increase the
cutoff frequencies of the higher order modes in a packaged microstrip
line or a coplanar waveguide [1], [2]. Placing attenuating elements
(such as resistive films and microwave absorbers) at appropriate
locations can damp the parasitic fields and package resonances
[3], [4]. Also, attaching metal diaphragms can reflect the incident
higher order modes [5]. Although these designs would reduce the
influences of the parasitic waves on the circuit, the constructions of
the structures still seemed complicated.

In this paper, we propose a simple design for blocking the higher
order modes in a packaged microstrip line. As shown in Fig. 1, this
method uses two side metal patches to reflect the incident parasitic
modes. The patches are to be etched on the substrate at the same
time as the fabrication of the microstrip-line circuit, thus making the
design easily realized. In the patch-deposited microstrip-line region,
since the dominant mode has most of its field concentrated in the
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substrate region beneath the microstrip, the influence of the patches
on this mode would be very slight unless the patches are close to
the microstrip. On the other hand, the fields of the higher order
modes are distributed all over the cross section of the waveguide.
The patches would then deform the field distributions, resulting in a
high reflectivity for the incidences of the higher order propagating
modes.

II. A NALYSIS

Fig. 1 shows the structure to be analyzed, where two identical metal
patches of widthswp and lengthslp are symmetrically deposited
at the two sides of the center microstrip. The waveguide sections
without patches are denoted as waveguides I and III, and the one
with patches is waveguide II. Let a propagation mode of the packaged
microstrip line be incident from the left side (waveguide I) toward the
patch region. This mode may be the dominant (microstrip-line) mode
or a parasitic higher order propagation mode produced from some
circuit element on the left-hand side of the patches. (It is noticed
that although evanescent modes may also be excited by the circuit
element, they can be ignored due to the fast decaying of the fields,
provided that the patches are not too close to the circuit element.)

Before analyzing the scattering effects of the patches, we first
calculate and compare the propagation eigenmodes of waveguide I
and those of waveguide II by using the two-dimensional (2-D) finite-
element method (FEM). Following the procedure of the FEM, a
generalized eigenvalue problem is obtained as follows:

(A+ "e�B)eeettt = 0 (1)

whereeeettt is an unknown vector representing the transverse compo-
nents of the modal electric field and"e� is the effective dielectric
constant of the corresponding mode.A and B are two matrices
associated with the waveguide parameters. From this eigenvalue
equation, the effective dielectric constants and field distributions for
the propagation modes of waveguides I and II can then be explicitly
calculated.

After the propagating eigenmodes of waveguides I and II are found,
the three-dimensional (3-D) FEM with edge elements [6] is then
adopted to analyze the scattering effect of the patches. Let thekth
propagation mode of waveguide I be incident from the left, a system
equation can then be derived as follows:

P
Et1

Et2

=
Sk

0
(2)

whereEti are the unknown tangential electric fields on the FEM
boundary �i(i = 1; 2), and Sk is the vector associated with
the incident wave. With these tangential fields being solved, the
reflection and transmission of each mode in waveguides I and III
are then determined [6]. It is noticed that since the fields at�1
and�2 are expanded only by the propagation modes, the distances
between the boundaries and patches, i.e.,l1 and l2, should be large
enough to reduce the error caused by ignoring the evanescent modes.
For minimizing the required computation time and memories, the
boundary-marching method [7] is used to handle these large regions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we seth = w = 0:635 mm, "r = 9:7, the
packaging waveguide sizesA � B = 10h � 4h, and the frequency
f = 25 GHz. Under this choice of parameters, there are two
propagation modes, i.e., the dominant mode and second-order mode,
existing in waveguide I. It is noticed that these two modes are both
even modes.

Fig. 2. The variations of the effective dielectric constants, as a function of
the normalized patch width(wp=w). A � B = 10h � 4h, f = 25 GHz.
The solid and dash lines represent the even and odd modes calculated using
the FEM, while the circles and crosses represent those calculated using the
method of lines.

We first investigated the characteristics of the propagation modes in
waveguide II. Fig. 2 presents the variations of the effective dielectric
constants of the propagation modes as functions of the patch width. It
is seen that the dominant mode is affected by the patches very slightly
as long as the patch width is less than2:5w. However, the influence
caused by the patches is apparent for the higher order modes. The
effective dielectric constants of the second-order mode first increases
and then slightly decreases with the raise ofwp, and the first odd and
third even modes change from evanescent modes to propagation ones
when the patch width is larger than0:9w and 1:45w, respectively.
(For convenience, the last two modes are numbered as the third-order
(first odd) and fourth-order (third even) modes in the following.) It
is noticed that whenwp > 0:9w, the effective dielectric constants of
the second- and third-order modes increase rapidly as the increase of
wp, and these two modes become degenerate at aboutwp = 1:15w.
On the contrary, the fourth-order mode has an effective dielectric
constants approaching a stable value (about 0.1) aswp increases
beyond1:6w. As a numerical check, the results calculated from the
method of lines [8] are also presented in the figure. Good agreement
is observed between the results of the two methods.

Since the propagation of a mode from waveguides I to III relies
on the similarity of the field distributions between this mode and
those of the modes in waveguide II, we examine the patch effect on
the modal power distributions of the modes in waveguide II. (Note
that the modal power distribution is proportional to the square of the
modal tangential electric (or magnetic) field.) Fig. 3(a)–(c) presents
the power distributions of the second-order modes for, respectively,
wp = 0 (no patches, i.e., waveguide I),0:8w, and1:26w (referring to
Fig. 2). Forwp = 0, the power of the second-order mode is mainly
distributed over the region above the microstrip [see Fig. 3(a)]. When
patches of small width (wp = 0:8w) are deposited, although part
of the power is shifted to the regions around the patches, most of
the power is still concentrated above the microstrip [see Fig. 3(b)].
However, when the patch width is further increased to1:26w,
where the third-order mode has been produced and degenerates with
the second-order mode, most of the second-order-mode power is
shifted to the regions beneath the patches, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
The large variation of the power distribution would reduce the
power transfer between the present mode and second-order mode
of waveguide I. When the patch width is further increased to2w,
the fourth-order mode has been generated. Although not shown here,
the power distribution of the second-order mode is similar to that
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Fig. 3. The modal power distribution of the second-order mode for (a)
wp = 0, (b) wp = 0:8w, and (c)wp = 1:26w. A � B = 10h � 4h,
f = 25 GHz.

Fig. 4. The scattering effect of the patches on the propagation modes
as a function of the normalized patch width(wp=w). lp = 2:4w,
A � B = 10h � 4h, f = 25 GHz.

of wp = 1:26w [see Fig. 3(c)], with more power concentrated in
the patch areas. However, the fourth-order mode possesses a power
distribution quite like that of the second-order mode of waveguide I
[see Fig. 3(a)]. With this patch width, the power of an incident
second-order mode from waveguide I can, thus, be greatly coupled
to waveguide II (and thus, waveguide III) through this fourth-order
mode. The power distributions of the dominant mode at the above
four patch widths have been examined to be approximately the same.

Fig. 4 shows the variations of the scattering effects of patches,
as functions of the patch width. The patch lengthlp is set to be
2:4w. Ptij(Prij) represents the transmitted (reflected) power of the
ith mode in waveguide III (I) due to the incidence ofjth mode
from waveguide I. It is seen thatPt11 remains constant over the
considered range ofwp (especially in the range ofwp < 2:5w), which
means that the transmission of the dominant mode is not influenced
by the patches. However, for the second-order-mode incidence,

Fig. 5. The scattering effect of the patches on the propagation modes
as a function of the normalized patch length(lp=w). wp = 1:26w,
A � B = 10h � 4h, f = 25 GHz.

large variations of the transmission (Pt22) and reflection (Pr22) are
observed. A low transmission of the second-order mode can be
obtained in the range of1:15w < wp < 1:6w, where the second- and
third-order modes in waveguide II are degenerate and the fourth-order
mode is unstable (i.e., the effect dielectric constant varies seriously
with the increase ofwp). In this range, the modal field distributions
of these modes are quite different from that of the incident second-
order mode (see Fig. 3). It is noticed that atwp = 1:26w, the incident
power is totally reflected back to waveguide I (Pr22 � 0 dB). The
power transmitted to waveguide III (Pt22) is only�37 dB. Although
not shown here, it has been found that the powers coupled to the
dominant mode (i.e.,Pr12 andPt12) are about�30 dB in the range
of 1:15w < wp < 1:6w.

Finally, Fig. 5 displays the influence of the patch lengthlp on the
scattering effect of the patches. As can be seen, the increase of the
patch length does not influence the propagation of the dominant mode
(Pt11), but, due to the bouncing of the excited second-order mode in
waveguide II, would vary the scattering effect for the second-order-
mode incidence. In the range of2w < lp < 5:6w, the reflected power
Pr22 is about 0 dB and the power (Pt22) leaked to waveguide III is
less than�18 dB. Two minimum values ofPt22 are obtained at
lp = 2:4w (Pt22 = �37 dB) and5:0w (Pt22 = �50 dB). With these
two patch lengths, the patches can provide the best blocking effect
to the incident second-order mode without sacrificing the normal
propagation of the dominant mode.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a simple method (i.e., depositing metal patches
at two sides of the center microstrip) for blocking the parasitic waves
in a waveguide-packaged microstrip line circuit. From the 2-D FEM
analysis, it has been found that there exists a range of patch widths
where the field distributions of the higher order modes are quite
different from those in the waveguide without patches so that the
power couplings can be reduced. The 3-D FEM analysis has also
ensured the existence of this range. The results have shown that with
appropriate design, the side patches can totally reflect the incident
second-order mode, while have little influence on the propagation of
the dominant mode.
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Equivalent-Circuit Representation and Explanation
of Attenuation Poles of a Dual-Mode
Dielectric-Resonator Bandpass Filter

Ikuo Awai, Arun C. Kundu, and Takeharu Yamashita

Abstract—A �=4 rectangular-waveguide resonator of square cross
section filled with high-permittivity ceramics has two degenerate lowest
modes. A dual-mode bandpass filter based on this structure is studied,
focusing on the attenuation poles at both sides of the passband. It is
described how to achieve capacitive and inductive coupling between
dominant modes of a resonator of square cross section. An equivalent-
circuit model is proposed, including mode coupling, excitation from
the external circuit, and direct coupling between input/output (I/O)
electrodes. Equivalent-circuit parameters are measured and their validity
is verified using simulated result. Appearance and annihilation of the
attenuation poles are successfully explained by the proposed model, and
attenuation pole frequencies are controlled by shifting the I/O electrode
transversely.

Index Terms—Attenuation pole, dielectric resonator, dual mode, equiv-
alent circuit.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dual-mode resonators are one of the most effective means for
miniaturizing a bandpass filter (BPF). Hence, many studies have
contributed to elucidate the mechanism of coupling between dual
modes and principles of fabricating a BPF [1], [2]. Attenuation poles
outside of the passband, on the other hand, help to improve the skirt
characteristics, resulting in further miniaturization of a BPF through
reduction of the number of resonators. Though an equivalent-circuit
model of an electromagnetic structure is valid only in a narrow band,
it is easier to understand and gives a clear insight into the physics of
the object. Thus, we will try to show the origin of attenuation poles
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Fig. 1. Structure of the dual-mode�=4 resonator.

Fig. 2. Two basis modes for estimation of coupling.

that appear in a dual-mode two-stage BPF and try to control them
based on an equivalent circuit.

The attenuation poles of a dual-mode cavity filter was explained by
Zaki et al. [3] in an intelligible manner. However, our current work is
an improved one from the following point of view: the configuration
is simpler for excitation, tuning, and coupling of dual-modes, and also
for the second coupling path that is essential to attenuation poles. Both
types of excitation (capacitive and inductive) are possible here. Our
lumped-element equivalent circuits are intuitively understandable,
and the equivalent-circuit parameters are readily determined.

II. COUPLING BETWEEN DUAL DEGENERATE MODES

The physical structure of a directly silver-coated�=4 dielectric
waveguide resonator of square cross section, having a dimension of
5 mm� 5 mm� 10 mm, is shown in Fig. 1, where the dual modes
are named asTE0

101 andTE0

011 [4]. We will now define new basis
modes by vectorial addition and subtraction ofTE0

101 and TE0

011

modes, naming them even and odd modes, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 2.

If we add a triangular metal pattern at the corner of the OEF [2], it
will make an additional current path to the resonant modes, resulting
in a frequency shift in the basis modes. When the pattern is located at
the cornerP and/orP 0 of Fig. 2, it decreases inductance of the odd
mode and, thus, increases the resonant frequency with little effect to
the even-mode frequency. The coupling constant is simply

k =
fo � fe

fo + fe
(1)

wherefe and fo are the even- and odd-mode resonant frequency,
respectively.

The coupling constant versus dimension of triangular metal pattern
is shown in Fig. 3. From this figure, we observe that the coupling
constant increases proportionally to the area of metal pattern. The
validity and accuracy of this coupling method is confirmed by
comparing the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) analysis data
with measured results.

An equivalent lumped-element circuit model for magnetic coupling
i.e., inductive coupling between two parallelLC resonators, is illus-
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